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What is BUILD?
.

BUILD is UNICEF’s approach to developing and supporting online
communities of staff and partners. BUILD is an acronym that
represents the 4 key pillars to our communities:
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BUILD Insights is a quarterly newsletter produced by the Learning
and Knowledge Exchange team. It highlights the latest insights,
trends, and stories from UNICEF online communities.
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COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: HOW inSight LEVERAGES Yammer FOR COMMUNICATIONS
.

Mishiko Seino, community manager for the inSight

users was to create synergies among the different

community on Yammer, welcomed the 900th member to

knowledge channels anchored in inSight itself. The

the community on July 14. inSight, UNICEF’s data

inSight team has also been actively promoting

warehouse built on VISION, is vital to UNICEF’s ability to

knowledge-sharing and learning in Field Offices through

make information about its programmes and results

virtual and face-to-face training and workshops.

accessible and transparent. Its Yammer community,
considered the most active community in UNICEF, was
established in 2014 as a user support and
communication channel -- a place to ask technical

questions, to find out more about the features of the tool
and applications, or to raise issues when problems
arose. Yammer enables users to learn from and help
each other to become more effective in using inSight. It
brings a sense of community to a diverse group of
people in far-flung duty stations who would not have
known each other otherwise.
Many UNICEF staff regularly use inSight – over 5,000

Mishiko relates how, in every inSight training she has
been a part of, there is a point where participants in the
workshop realize how powerful inSight is -- and how it
can be used by staff in many different roles who want
access to data to support their work. “inSight,” she says,
“should be as much a part of every UNICEF staff
member's work life as Results-Based Management
(RBM).” The Results Assessment Module (RAM), a key

in the field have already translated into new

application in inSight, provides indicators and narratives

collaborations for knowledge exchange – such as

that support RBM.

members in West and Central Africa region posting in
French in Yammer to engage a wider audience. Yammer

COMMUNITY AS A STRATEGY ELEMENT

users access inSight at least once a month to get data

group membership is now at 950 members and

continues to grow.

they can use in monitoring their office performance,

Mishiko understands the contribution that the community

writing reports and proposals. When Mishiko joined the

makes to ensuring inSight is an effective tool for

Many companies use online community platforms to

inSight team in FRG (the Field Results Group) a year

UNICEF, and illustrates how the community focus is

provide support for internal systems and tools. In

ago, a new inSight user support portal, with both a

embedded in the overall communication and advocacy

UNICEF, inSight, GSSC and VISION systems all use

problem-reporting tool and a knowledge base, had just

strategy, shown here. The training sessions and

Yammer as an integral part of their communication

been developed. Through researching online community

regularly scheduled webinars are opportunities to bring

and support strategy.

models and consultations with UNICEF staff, Mishiko

staff into the community while Yammer provides the

realized that the best approach to empowering inSight

Dialogue pillar for continuing the engagement and

Want to Connect? Visit the Group or contact Mishiko

learning. The face-to- face connections with colleagues

(mseino@unicef.org)
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METRICS AND INDICATORS FOR COLLABORATIVE DATA
.

Measuring the success of online communities is an

of the community to its members. As in any evaluation

important, but challenging, part of the work. What do you

program, indicators need to be identified, targets set,

For attentive UNICEF community managers, creating
detailed quantitative measures can mean a lot of manual

measure? How do you know the measurements really

and the means for collecting data put in place. Also as in

work because the statistics provided by Yammer to

reflect whether the community is successful? What does

any evaluation program, indicators are both quantitative

administrators are only snapshots and do not show

it mean to be successful? The vision for online

and qualitative.

changes over time. (Some online community platforms

communities in UNICEF is that relationships that are

The most common quantitative measures captured for

built and sustained through online communities (Yammer

online communities include:

groups) will lead to greater knowledge exchange,

• Activity measures: number of posts, number of

innovation, and ultimately better outcomes for children.

replies, number of likes; number of documents

But where does the data come from that will enable

posted.

UNICEF leadership and community managers to

• Membership and engagement measures: number of

highlight our collaborative capacity?

new members, number of members who post, reply,

To achieve our vision for online communities means that

or like

do this and Microsoft is planning to implement some
analytics for Yammer soon.) Collecting qualitative data
also takes time. And neither of these traditional methods
for collecting data do not provide insight into the
relationships that are the heart of community building.
That is why the LKE team has been exploring whether to
bring on an analytic platform called SWOOP.
SWOOP is an enterprise social network analytics

communities must be actively facilitated. Less than one-

The qualitative data is equally important: what is the

platform that analyses behavior and interaction and

fourth of community managers (Yammer group leaders)

impact on UNICEF’s work of the relationships enabled

provides deep and meaningful insights to help users

in UNICEF spend more than two hours a week working

by the Yammer platform? For this data, community

collaborate more effectively. In addition to providing

on various aspects of curating and promoting

managers must look at the content of posts and look for

aggregate metrics such as those listed above, SWOOP

engagement of the site (See the results of our

stories of how members from different countries and

provides each individual Yammer group leader with

Community Managers Survey summarized in our last

regions have reached out for help and the responses

information about how group members interact, and it

newsletter). To grow our use of Yammer requires more

that they receive. In our Community Survey last year,

offers each individual access to a personal dashboard

management attention; to achieve more management

over 50% of respondents agreed that Yammer helped

that shows the posts, replies, likes, mentions, and

attention we must pay more attention to measuring

them to connect with like-minded people, to share their

notifications each individual sent and received.

results.

work, to look for solutions, suggestions and knowledge

Community management, as a discipline, requires

products that would help them in their work, and to get

For those who are interesting in knowing more about
behavioral analytics such as those provided by SWOOP,

constant attention to ebb and flow of participation in the

answers to technical questions. 24% indicated that using

community as well as a regular pulse-taking on the value

Yammer had saved them time.
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we have made available the slide presentation we used
to propose the tool to ICT.
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COMMUNITY MANAGERS’ TIP:
EFFECTIVE ENGAGEMENT CAMPAIGNS

#4 ICYMI
ICYMI (In Case You Missed It) is a wrap up
.highlighting three to five top community
contributions that happened over the course of the

part of any 3-, 6, or 9-month strategy. Think of a

#2 STAFF SPOTLIGHT
Staff Spotlight aims to showcase one group
member’s work every week or two, typically in the

“campaign” as a targeted set of actions that

form of a short but informative Yammer post,

though it could also be in an email newsletter, on a

encourage people to post responses or replies.

written by the community manager. This post

SharePoint TeamSite, or in an ICON story to help

This month our Community Strategist Carrie

describes what makes the person valuable to

advertise the community to inactive users. The goal

Basham-Young shares some ideas for campaigns
and provides a hint as to which element of the

UNICEF and their knowledge or impact in

of an ICYMI campaign is to showcase your group’s

achieving better outcomes for children. With Staff

relevant work for children and the staff that helped

BUILD model is impact by each campaign.

Spotlight posts, a community manager is both

achieve this work in Yammer and elsewhere; it

thanking individuals while also promoting

shows others that communities are useful to our

teamwork. BUILD pillar impacted: YOU + I

roles. BUILD pillar impacted: BILLBOARD

Campaigns are proven tactics for generating
engagement in online communities and should be

week or month. This typically is in the format of a
discussion post shared by the community manager,

#1 WORKING OUT LOUD.
#WOL is a campaign that emphasizes making
your work visible for the benefit of yourself, your

#3 COMMUNITY CLINIC
Community Clinic is an opportunity for one

#5 ASK ME ANYTHING
Ask Me Anything involves the community

team, and others you might not even have

designated community member to share a

manager setting up a member host to whom

considered. At the beginning of each week, ask

particularly challenging topic they are struggling

questions will be asked in a public Yammer

your group members to post a #WOL thread. List

with in achieving better outcomes for children.

out important tasks you will be working on that

The member, along with the community manager,
facilitates a discussion around solving the

discussion thread that remains “live” for a set
period (one week is a good amount of time). All

week. @ mention a teammate if you need
something from him or her. You can even simply

other community members are then encouraged
to post questions in the comments of that thread.
The host then answers them live as they are
posted. Community managers can seek out

share a story about a child that you worked with

problem out loud in Yammer with the entire
community. It’s important to advertise clinics in

this week. Conversations started in a #WOL

advance, and to others not active in the

thread can lead to other discoveries and problem

community, for the best collaboration. It is also
important to share the outcome of the solution
that was “Crowdsourced” by the community. This
makes it safe to be vulnerable and ask for help.

leaders who are not typically active on Yammer to
participate, or they may invite discussion with a

BUILD model impacted: DIALOGUE

and real-time knowledge exchange. (See

solving. (See our article about Working Out Loud
in Build Insights Issue #1.) BUILD pillar
impacted: DIALOGUE
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known active member who has something unique
to share. This program facilitates ongoing learning
guidance.) BUILD pillar impacted: DIALOGUE
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COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: GENDER EQUALITY BRINGS SENIOR ADVISORS
INTO THE CONVERSATION
.

A critical success factor in online communities is the

hinges on the active presence of senior leaders. So she

visibility of the support of senior leadership. Many

worked with the senior advisors in the Gender,

community managers in UNICEF we have spoken to --

Education, WASH, and Protection sectors as well as the

and more than half of the respondents of our June 2017

Regional Gender Advisors to get them on board with this

survey indicated that they would like to see more visible

cross-sector Yammer group. How did she do that?

support from senior management; only 25% said that
their leadership considered the communities to be
strategic. That is not the case with the Gender Equality

community, started in June by Hajra Hafeez-ur-Rehman,

Hajra employed a number of simple tactics, which she
shared with us for this month’s newsletter:
• She created a simple PowerPoint tutorial on how to

with the support and encouragement of the Senior

use Yammer and send it out to the senior advisors.

Gender and Evaluation Specialist, Shreyasi Jha. Hajra,

(“While we might think Yammer is easy to use, we

in her role of Knowledge and Information Management

should not take it for granted that it easy for

Specialist for the gender sector, had long wanted to set

everyone!” she says.

up a Yammer group on gender.

• Every four weeks, she would draft a post for each of
the senior advisors and request them to submit the

When Shreyasi came on board, she recognized the

post to Yammer. By taking some of the burden off the

potential value and contribution of such a group, and she

advisors, she was able to ensure their participation

brought with her an openness to the online community

without making work for them. The senior advisors

and actively supported Hajra’s commitment to creating a

enjoyed seeing “likes” on their posts and the

cross-sectoral communications channel to enable

presence of the advisors adds to the visibility of the

announcements, conversations, and knowledge sharing

Gender Equality community in UNICEF.

on issues related to gender and UNICEF and its partners
programs and action plans. Hajra, having previous
experience with online communities, understood that
achieving visibility and participation in a community often

• In posts, Hajra would tag the senior advisors (via
@mentions). This would ensure that the posts would

• Ending every webinar -- including webinars with
other sectors -- by encouraging the attendees to
continue the conversation with the senior advisor on
Yammer.
• Using the hash tag #unicefgender so that people
can follow the posts.
• Posting important announcements to “All Company”
to raise visibility for Gender Equality
Gender Equality’s membership reached 304 in late
October. As Hajra prepares to move on to her next
assignment, she is working conscientiously to be able

show up in the advisors’ notification streams – and

to share her tactics and methods for ensuring cross-

they would see their “likes”!

sectoral participation in this important UNICEF
community to whoever will replace her.
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+ I N S P I R AT I O N

THE HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW ON
CAPITALIZING ON SOCIAL TOOLS ATWORK
“Many global employees report that internal social tools give them a window onto
broader organizational discourse that is otherwise unavailable to them (…)

Social tools allow employees to learn about existing projects and initiatives that
overlap with their own and to coordinate efforts. This can reduce work duplication
and free up time and money to generate new knowledge.”

—Harvard Business Review, 2017, “What Managers Need to Know
About Social Tools”

OUTSIDE IN: IN THE FLOW, ABOVE THE FLOW
.

What do you think of when you think of flow? Rivers?

Reaching beyond the walls of the enterprise -- or the

colleagues naturally use Yammer almost daily to post

Streams? Streams of thought? Maybe you think about

boundaries of the divisions or sections in which we

ideas, links to interesting articles and to see what their

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, the Hungarian psychologist

work or the countries we work in -- has been these

colleagues are doing.

who studied creativity in the early 1990s and theorized

past 10 years enabled more and more by the adoption

A colleague of ours at Change Agents Worldwide,

that people are happiest when they are so involved in an

of online communities, like Yammer. But having

Joachim Stroh, has studied flows and developed a

activity that nothing else seems to matter and in which

access to an online community does not automatically

model that distinguishes work activities that are “in-the-

every thought and movement follows from the previous.

put you “in the flow” -- the flow comes from the need to

flow,” above the flow, and below the flow (See full-size

In his TedTalk, he describes a composer, a poet, a

communicate, reach out, collaborate, in the exchange

graphic here.) Our June BUILD Insights newsletter

figure-skater, a business mogul, and others who are so

of living knowledge.

described a key in-the-flow element, Working Out

able to concentrate that their egos are outside this flow.

The most active Yammer groups are those in which

Loud.

More recently, John Hagel, in 2009, wrote about the

Where is most of your

difference between “stocks” and “flows” in

work? Are you hiding your

knowledge: “We are moving from a world where the

work from the flow of

source of strategic advantage was in protecting and

collaboration and living

efficiently extracting value from a given set of knowledge

knowledge? We all have

stocks – what we know at any point in time. As

to get above the flow from

knowledge stocks depreciate in value at an accelerating

time to time to curate,

pace, the focus of economic value creation shifts to

publish, and find new

effective and privileged participation in knowledge flows.

information and experts,

Finding ways to connect with people and institutions

but you might take time to

possessing new knowledge becomes increasingly

stop and think how

important. Since there are far more smart people outside

working in the flow can

any one organization than inside, gaining access to the

help you to be more

most useful knowledge flows requires reaching beyond

effective and benefit your

the four walls of any enterprise.” (Edge Perspectives)

colleagues, UNICEF, and
the children we serve.
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+

YAMMER STATISTICS [ SEPTEMB ER / OCTOBER 2017]
MEMBER ENGAGEMENT

4,251
Members were engaged.
This represents 11%
growth over the last period.

2955 New Members
11.595 TotalMembers
477 Total Groups

Thanks to all of your work and
commitment, we have a great story
to tell:
• October 25, we presented our
story to The Community
Roundtable, the leadingresearch
consortium for online
communities. Here is ourdeck.
• October 30, at a meeting of KM
practitioners from across UN
agencies, our summary of
progress was warmlyreceived.

We passed the 4,000 mark in
September. Over a month-long
period over 4,000 UNICEF staff used
Yammer in some way to support
their work and the work of others.
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HOT TOPIC: YAMMER GROUP FOR COMMUNITY
MANAGERS?
Ever since there have been communities of practice (COPs) and online communities, there
has been a natural tendency for people who are passionate about creating and nurturing
communities to form communities of practice to develop their own skills and nurture shared
knowledge. In 2009, leaders of the CPsquare community John Smith, Nancy White, and
Etienne Wenger (who firmly established the concept of Communities of Practice among
knowledge management practitioners) collaborated on Digital Habitats: Stewarding
Technology for Communities. More recently, the Community Roundtable (TheCR) has
provided a gathering place for joint research and the development of shared knowledge.
We think it may be time for UNICEF’s community managers to have a safe place to
explore their ideas, share their challenges and successes, and seek each other’s
advice and experience. It would be an open Yammer group, but with a target
audience of UNICEF staff who are responsible administrators for Yammer groups. It
would allow us a simpler Broadcast (B) mechanism for news about upcoming
changes and opportunities and link closely to our growing Library (L) as we continue
to look for ways to support our growth and learning.
What do you think? Please follow this link to our Yammer Poll!

Thank you! As always, your thoughts, questions, and opinions are always
welcome at…
Visit our BUILD website where you can find key resources on Community management at UNICEF
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